
          

   
 
 

 
SOLAR OVEN MAGIC is an ammoniated, medium-bodied, alkaline oven and grill 
cleaner formulated to breakdown the toughest baked on carbon and grease 
deposits.  SOLAR OVEN MAGIC is ideal for soak, wipe, brush or spray applications 
on grills, ovens, hoods and fryers. The product is formulated to "cling" to vertical 
surfaces to allow maximum contact time. 
 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 Concentrated viscous formula - "hangs on" vertical surfaces to insure maximum 

breakdown of carbon and grease deposits. 
 
 High pH formula attacks "baked-on" carbon and grease deposits -reduces 

deposits to soft paste that can be easily wiped clean.  
  
 Labor saving - Concentrated formula eliminates "elbow work". 
 
DIRECTIONS for USE: Do not dilute product. Soak, wipe, brush or spray on to 
surface to be cleaned. Leave on surface for a few minutes, then scrub and wipe off 
with a clean, wet cloth. Rinse with potable water. Warm surfaces will enhance 
product performance. To clean griddles, remove excess grease with a scraper then 
apply solution to warm surface. Soak, scour and scrape to drain. Wipe and rinse 
with potable water. 
  
SAFETY: Keep out of the reach of Children.  Avoid skin/eye contact. Wear gloves 
and goggles. Can cause burn/irritation to skin. For skin/eye contact, flush with 
clean water for 15 minutes. Contact physician IMMEDIATELY in the event of eye 
contact. Product may be harmful if swallowed. Contact physician immediately.  
 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
 
ODOR    …..  Slight Ammonia 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY  .….  1.085 
APPEARANCE   .….  Viscous, Clear Liquid 
COLOR    .….  Brown 
pH    …..  13.0 - 13.5 
PACKAGING   …..  12x32 oz bottles/case 

                                                  4x1 gallon bottles/ case 
 
WARNING: Contains aqua ammonia and alkaline materials. For Professional Use 
Only.  Please refer to actual label for use directions. See overleaf for Material 
Safety Data Sheet. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Ammoniated Oven Cleaner 

Solar Chemicals Inc 3471 Atlanta  Industrial Pkwy 
Ste 200  Atlanta GA 30331 

 Phone (404) 699-8766 


